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Replacing your Legacy CLM
Solution with Exari
Seamlessly transition from the IBM Emptoris Platform

Recently, IBM Emptoris announced that they are ending the life of their contract management solution. Exari
understands the inherent complexities of deploying a new platform across multiple departments. Exari has a team of
Emptoris subject matter experts (previous Emptoris employees) with intricate knowledge of the IBM Emptoris software
and over 50-person years of contracting implementation experience, are here to help ease your migration process.
We understand previous IBM Emptoris users need to:
• Automatically capture specific data fields associated with each contract.
• Efficiently generate, manage and perform mass amendments to large groups of contracts, including
support for the logistics of mass mailing, signature collection, etc.
• Easily search and report on specific meta data fields, including data used for internal management
and processing needs as well as negotiated elements in the contract documents.
• Integrate with existing 3rd party systems already in place via open API

Exari's Enterprise Contract Management Solution
Exari's Enterprise CLM platform is the only system built to address the entire lifecycle of your contracts. Hundreds of
thousands of users globally trust Exari to help them unlock their true golden source of data for every single contract,
with the depth that allows you to track every prevailing term. Achieve 100% Contract Certainty with visibility into your
existing contract portfolio, a better understanding of your contractual risk, and enhancing contract management best
practices enterprise-wide.
Exari has the unique advantage of the
Emptoris expertise to quickly and effectively
help you with the migration of your Emptoris
contracts and data to Exari's enterprise
contract management platform. Rest assured
that all data points will be seamlessly
captured, even those in agreements and
related amendments that were not originally
captured as contracts in the Emptoris
platform.

Initial Master agreement (top) followed by multiple amendments (bottom),
automatically rolling-up for prevailing terms.
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With Exari's Enterprise contract management platform, you can:
1. Gain unprecedented visibility with Exari's Universal Contract Model™ (UCM). Automatically map captured
data to Exari's UCM for real-time insights into any changes that may affect the Master Agreement. Report on
the prevailing language across your initial Master agreements and the many amendments which typically
occur over time.
2. Apply automation with Exari DocGen™. With Exari's patented contract creation tool, easily generate
contracts through a dynamic wizard-driven interview, paired with a library of your stored Smart Templates.
Use the interview during contract negotiation to update your contract document, without the need to do
extensive editing and copy/pasting in MS Word.
3.Manage regulatory compliance with workflows, approvals and alerts. Get ahead of regulatory changes that
may affect agreements you already have in place with instant notifications. Quickly and easily make changes
and trigger workflows to streamline the approval and signature process.
4.Leverage Exari existing out of box integrations. With DocuSign and Single Sign on solutions, streamline your
implementation of Exari.
5. Seamlessly integrate with Exari's API's. Exari can integrate with your claims or reimbursement processing
systems, or any other existing platform so you can eliminate re-keying information in multiple places.

Migration Made Easy
Our team of Emptoris subject matter experts are experienced in both the Emptoris system as well as implementing
it. With over 30 implementation projects planned and executed successfully and our UCM to properly model your
data, you can rest easy knowing that all of your data will migrate seamlessly. Our team also has detailed knowledge of
required integration points, correctly mapping from Emptoris to Exari and has established the 'best practices' migration
process below:
• Extract legacy contracts from Emptoris, and the Exari services team will quickly perform data mapping for
the Emptoris contract data into the corresponding Exari data model.The migration will include moving over
all your contractual documents and any associated attachments in Emptoris to Exari, and we will enhance the
Emptoris contract relationship linkages into the more powerful Exari document visibility view represented by
our UCM.
• Exari's world class document generation capability can be used to streamline your current Emptoris
Contract Template approach. Exari can also migrate your existing Clause Master and Contract Templates into
the Exari Authored templates.
• Provided mapping from Emptoris to Exari for functionality, contract process, and legacy contract upload.
• Alignment between Exari's team of experts and your in-house team to meet both parties approaches and
methodologies.
• Variety of support and training plans to get your entire team up to speed.
Gain operational efficiency throughout your entire enterprise with Exari's CLM platform. If you currently use Emptoris
and need to find a replacement immediately, contact us at sales@exari.com to receive further information on making
the migrating process easy.

ABOUT EXARI
Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by marketleading companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari, customers can reduce
contract risk and improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

